














Tiziano Vecellio, called Titian [Pieve di Cadore c. 1485/90 (?) –
Venice 1576] and Workshop




来歴 / Provenance: King Charles I of England (1600–1649), Hampton Court, 
by 1649; Intended for the Commonwealth sale 1649–51, but reserved for 
Oliver Cromwell and probably thereafter kept at Hampton Court or Whitehall; 
Recovered after the Restoration in 1660 for Charles II of England (1630–1685) 
and certainly at Whitehall by 1666; In the collection of William III, King of 
England, at Kensington Palace by 1697; In the Queen’s Gallery at Windsor 
Castle by circa 1705–10; In the Great Drawing Room, Kensington Palace 
by 1732 and within the Royal collection until some time after 1736 (but not 
recorded in a 1785–90 inventory); Col. W. Pollok-Morris C.M.G., D.S.O. 
(1867–1936) of Craig, Kilmarnock, Scotland, by 1913 and recorded in an 
inventory of his belongings at Craig drawn up in July 1928; By descent to Mrs 
Ellison J. Dickson, Knowlton, Ayr, Scotland, by whom loaned to The National 
Trust, Culzean Castle, Ayrshire by 1965, and recorded in an inventory of her 
collection at Knowlton drawn up in October that year; By family descent until 
sold (“The Property of a Gentleman”), London, Christie’s, December 9, 1994, 
lot 348, as Studio of Titian, where bought by Colnaghi; From whom acquired 
by Luigi Koelliker, London; New York, Sotheby’s, January 29, 2009, lot 33; 
From Koelliker acquired by a collector in England.
文献 / Literature: Possibly Colonel William Hawley’s inventory of 1660–1 
of goods recovered for the Crown, as either no. 37: “A herodias wth ye: St 
John Bapt: Head in a platter being an Italian peace,” or more likely no. 55: 
“A Harodias with A John Baptist head in A platter and her maide by her”: 
Inventory of Charles II’s Pictures etc., at Whitehall and Hampton Court, circa 
1666–7, p.43, no.470, in store at Whitehall; Inventory of James II’s Pictures 
etc., at Whitehall, Windsor, Hampton Court and in the custody of the Queen 
Dowager, Catherine Braganza, Somerset House, 1688, no.358, at Whitehall; 
Inventory of William III’s Pictures etc., at Kensington, 1697 and 1700, in 
the Gallery; Inventory of Queen Anne’s Pictures at Kensington, Hampton 
Court, Windsor, St. James’s and Somerset House, circa 1705–10, no.97, in the 
Queen’s Gallery at Windsor; Inventory of George II, Pictures at Kensington, 
1732 and 1736, p.2 in the Great Drawing Room; A. Hume, Notices of the Life 
and Works of Titian, 1829, pp.76 & 78; Probably G.F. Waagen, Treasures of 
Art in Great Britain, 1854, vol. II, Appendix, p.480, no.13, under ‘Catalogue 
of the Capital Pictures in the Collection of Charles I, King of England’; J.A. 
Crowe & G.B. Cavalcaselle, Titian: His Life and Times, 1877, vol. II, p.141; 
Possibly J. Cosnac, Les Richesses du Palais Mazarin, Paris 1885, p.416, no.78, 
“Hérodes avec la teste de saint Jean, par Tissian”; E.K. Waterhouse, ‘Paintings 
from Venice for Seventeenth Century England: some records of a forgotten 
transaction’, in Italian Studies, vol.7, 1952, p.15; O. Millar, “The Inventories 
and Valuations of the King’s Goods 1649-1651,” in The Walpole Society, 
XLIII, 1972, p.190, no.78; P. Miller, “Scots expert unveils Titian’s lost Salome 
to the world. First showing for multi-million pound find,” in The Herald, 4th 
August 2004, p.4; AA. VV., “Not for an age, but for all time,” in Edinburgh 
Evening News, 3rd August 2004; T. Cornwell, “Double Delight unveiled at 
National Gallery as new Age of Titian dawns,” in The Scotsman, 4th August 
2004, p.13; P. Humfrey, in P. Humfrey et al., The Age of Titian: Venetian 
Renaissance Art from Scottish Collections, exhibition catalogue, Edinburgh 
2004, pp.178–9, 436, no.65, reproduced in colour; G. Tagliaferro, “La bottega 
di Tiziano: un percorso critico,” in Studi Tizianeschi, IV, 2006, pp.45, 47, 
fig. 23; P. Humfrey, Titian. The Complete Paintings, New York, 2007, p.329, 
no.256, reproduced in colour; S. Albl in S. Ferino-Pagden, Der spate Tizian 





















































































































This painting is a relatively recently discovered work by Titian and his 
workshop. The painting appeared at auction in 1994 as a Titian Workshop 
attribution. The successful bidder then removed the added surrounding 
canvas and retouching, revealing a work that has now been recognized 
as by the hand of Titian himself. The work became known when it 
was displayed in an exhibition held at the Royal Scottish Academy in 
2004, and was included in the 2007 Titian catalogue raisonné by one 
of the exhibition curators, Peter Humfrey. In 2007–2008, the work was 
displayed in “The Late Titian and the Sensuality of Painting” exhibition 
held at the Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum.
The painting depicts Salome holding the head of St. John the Baptist. 
Salome, gowned in splendid garments and jewelry, looks down slightly at 
the viewer, while using both hands to hold the large platter supporting the 
head out towards the viewer. Diagonally back to the left, an old woman 
peers around Salome’s shoulder to see the head, while on the opposite 
diagonal, a small black girl helps support the platter.
This work is undated but it is undoubtedly from the painter’s late 
period. While it is impossible to assign a certain date to the work, 
Humfrey’s view that it postdates the 1556–1559 dates of Diana and 
Actaeon and Diana and Callisto (both in the National Galleries of 
Scotland) seems accurate.
There are three known versions of this composition. The first is 
the Judith with the Head of Holofernes (Detroit Institute of Arts). The 
Detroit work and the NMWA share the same composition and face of the 
protagonist, while in the Detroit work, the protagonist has been identified 
as Judith because she holds a sword in her right hand and appears to be 
putting the severed head in a bag. Both Salome Holding the Head of St. 
John the Baptist and Judith Holding the Head of Holofernes were popular 
subjects. The two subjects share many iconographic details, and painters 
used the same compositions for both subjects. The second version of the 
painting is a work with the same subject as the NMWA work, today in 
a New York art dealer collection. The New York work is slightly larger 
than the NMWA work and Salome’s clothing is different, otherwise they 
are essentially the same composition. The New York work, however, is 
clearly inferior in quality and is considered to be a studio work. The third 
version is a work in the Volpi collection in Florence, Portrait of a Young 
Woman with Fruit, which is probably a studio work. The woman’s face 
and body pose, along with its proportions within the composition, are the 
same as the NMWA work.
In addition to these three works, there is one more work that is 
fascinating in this regard and that is Isabel of Portugal (1548) in the 
Prado Museum. X-ray examination of the painting reveals that the face 
of the woman is the same as that seen in these three works, and it faces in 
the same direction. At the latest the composition seen in the NMWA work 
was used by Titian from the late 1540s onwards, and it can be posited 
that Titian and his studio reused this composition many times over a long 
time span.
Thanks to the existence of other versions, it could be thought that this 
work also saw the intervention of studio hands, but we must remember 
Titian’s unique way of working. In order to rush through his crushing 
number of commissions, Titian began to create multiple versions of the 
same composition from a relatively early date, and this trend was all 
the more striking in his later years. Using drawings and oil studies as 
preparatory works, it seems that he would then vary the subject based 
on what the commissioner wanted. In these instances there are many 
works by the painters in his studio, but it seems that there are all levels 
of products from such a process, from those with considerable work by 
Titian himself, to those that are complete copies by his studio. When 
Titian himself painted within this context, he would reuse a composition 
but also add some changes to the work, and thus it was probably a chance 
for him to experiment with new effects.
X-ray examination of this work produced results that are extremely 
suggestive that Titian himself created the painting. These x-rays reveal 
that at one stage of the painting production cloth was draped over 
Salome’s right arm and the servant’s neck, thus indicating that the painter 
made bold changes as he produced the work. Of course, there may have 
been studio hands at work in parts of the canvas, but it seems that those 
areas are relatively restricted in amount. While the indefinite aspect of the 
upper edge of the platter may suggest that the painting is an unfinished 
work, there are no other sections of the painting that can be considered 
as such. At the very least it would seem that the work was very close to 
completion.
This painting has noteworthy provenance. A major hint in this regard 
comes from the “CR” and crown monogram on the back of the canvas. 
This is proof that at one time this painting was in the collection of King 
Charles I of England. In fact, after the execution of Charles, the auction 
list of works held by the British Commonwealth includes a “Herod 
Holding St. John’s Head in a Platter, By Tytsyan [sic], with the price 
of 150 pounds.” The list further notes that this work was withdrawn 
by order of Cromwell. Probably he mistook the subject matter for that 
of Judith with the Head of Holofernes, and found political value in it. 
The price of 150 pounds was quite high compared to others on the list. 
For comparison, the series of tapestry cartoons by Raphael today in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum was priced at 300 pounds, The Entombment 
of Christ in the Louvre was listed as 120 pounds and the King Charles V 
in the Prado was priced at 150 pounds.
After the Restoration in 1660, this work returned to the royal 
household, and it is included in the catalogue of the collection made in 
1660–1661. The painting was then included in the asset inventories of 
Charles II (ca. 1666–67), James II (1688), William III (1697), Queen 
Ann (ca. 1705–10), and James II (ca. 1732–36). However, its omission 
from the inventory of ca. 1785–90 indicates that at some point in that 
intervening half century the painting left the royal collection. The 
painting then disappeared from view until it entered a Scottish private 
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collection by 1913, and appeared in that person’s asset catalogue in 1928. 
Judging from the measurements given in that catalogue, by that point the 
work had been set into a bigger canvas. The painting was then handed 
down in the same family until it was auctioned in 1994.
While the above provides a solid provenance for the work, there is a 
record from before Charles I that is posited to relate to this painting. This 
is the collection catalogue of Bartolomeo della Nave, a famous collector 
in 16th century Venice. He was a friend of Palma il Giovane, one of 
Titian’s pupils, and is known to have visited Titian’s studio.
In 1637, the year after della Nave’s death, Viscount Fielding, the 
English Ambassador to Venice, bought delle Nave’s collection, and 
created his own catalogue in the following year 1638. Number 15 in that 
catalogue is a painting described as “a Judith Pal 4 & 3 with a woman 
with a vaile over her head and a More page with the head of Olifernes 
of Titian it may be Herod’s daughter…150.” The collection was taken 
to London to the home of Fielding’s brother-in-law, Marquis James 
Hamilton. Charles I also expressed interest in this collection, and is 
known to have bought several of the works. Thus it is possible that this 
very work was one of the paintings purchased by Charles I. However, the 
majority of the ex-delle Nave paintings that had passed into the hands 
of Hamilton were purchased in 1659 by Archduke Leopold Wilhelm of 
Austria, who at one time owned the above-mentioned New York version 
of the subject. As a result, the possibility that the ex-delle Nave work is 
the New York version of the work. Further study is needed to clarify this 
matter.
The condition of this work cannot be considered excellent and 
retouching is visible on the face and left shoulder of Salome, the 
servant’s neck, the area around John’s head, and the right edge of the 
composition. In spite of such retouching, the work fully reveals Titian’s 
own brushwork. This brushwork is particularly striking in the garments, 
jewelry and Salome’s right arm.
Titian is considered one of the most important painters in the history 
of European art, and up until this purchase there had yet to be an example 
of his work in a Japanese museum collection. Thus the purchase of this 
work is particularly important for the NMWA and its educational role.
(Shinsuke Watanabe)
